Further indications for genetic heterogeneity of euthyroid familial goiter.
Iodine deficiency is the most important etiological factor for euthyroid endemic goiter. However, family and twin pair studies also strongly indicate a genetic prediposition. In euthyroid goiters molecular defects in the thyroglobulin (TG), and Na+/I- symporter (NIS) gene have been identified. Numerous mutations in the Pendrin (PDS) gene have been found in families with PDS characterized by deafness and euthyroid goiter. Moreover, family studies indicated two major candidate loci MNG-1 on chromosome 14q31 and Xp22. However, all previous linkage studies investigated only one family. To clarify the general relevance of these previously identified two major candidate loci for the etiology of euthyroid goiter we investigated four families with a total number of 74 family members by linkage analysis with microsatellite markers. Moreover, we analyzed the thyroid candidate genes TG, thyroperoxidase (TPO), NIS, TSH receptor, and PDS. In a further family with 12 members in whom we have previously demonstrated linkage to the MNG-1 locus we investigated the Xp22 locus and the PDS gene in addition to our initial study. Linkage analysis results of our study are not significant enough to definitely exclude or confirm linkage to the investigated candidate genes and loci. Nevertheless, we obtained very weak indications for possible linkage to Xp22 in one family by a maximal multipoint LOD score of 1.15, and cosegregation of haplotypes among affected family members. Moreover, in another family linkage to PDS was indicated by a maximal multipoint LOD score of 1.87 as well as cosegregation of haplotypes. However, sequencing of the PDS gene did not reveal germline mutations. A significant total NPL score of 6.5 for PDS over all families most likely indicated linkage to a genomic region close to PDS. Furthermore, the likelihood of linkage to MNG-1 and Xp22 is reduced, because multipoint LOD scores were below 1 or negative. In all families there was no significant evidence for linkage for the thyroid candidate genes TG, TPO, NIS, or the TSH receptor. In conclusion, a general role of MNG-1 and Xp22 for the etiology of euthyroid goiter is unlikely but cannot clearly excluded. The multipoint parametric and nonparametric LOD scores further suggest genetic heterogeneity in the etiology of familial euthyroid goiter. To identify other susceptibility loci it is necessary to perform genome-wide linkage analysis studies with more families.